
Overview 
The concept of feedback is often hard to grasp and more often misunderstood. This activity adapts a common card 
game to model the basic concept of atmospheric feedback. Although this document calls for poker chips and structures 
the activity around basic poker rules, it can be adapted if desired. The chips can be substituted for tokens, coins, 
laminated squares of paper or anything flat and stackable. Instead of following the rules of poker, you can direct your 
class to deal one card per player and the high card “wins” the hand. We recommend this modification if time is short. 

Theory 

Climate scientists use the term feedback to describe a process in a system that results either in enhancement (positive 
feedback) or suppression (negative feedback) of a trend. Here’s an example of feedback at work: in areas that receive 
lasting snow in the winter, the warmer weather of spring arrives quickly when the snow starts melting. This rapid change 
is due to a positive feedback. Snow reflects most of the light that hits it; bare ground absorbs the light energy. Warming 
a snow-covered landscape melts snow, meaning more sunlight is absorbed, meaning higher temperatures, meaning 
more warming, meaning more snow melts, meaning more ground is exposed... and so on. This positive feedback means 
a quick switch from a snowy, cold winter to the bare ground and balmy temperatures of spring. The positive feedback 
amplifies the effect of a small change in temperature. 

On the other hand, a negative feedback damps out a change. Here’s an example: As incoming solar radiation warms the 
ocean, water evaporates and rises. As the vapor rises, it cools and condenses, forming clouds. These low clouds reflect 
incoming radiation from the sun. Less radiation striking the ocean means less warming of the water — meaning less 
evaporation and fewer clouds... A negative feedback is a stabilizing force. 

Doing the activity 

This activity works best in smaller groups — 4 or 5 students — but can be played with more. With both positive and 
negative feedback poker, 5 cards are dealt to each player. The 
players bet according to rules laid out below, and the highest 
hand takes the pot. 

To model positive feedback, each player starts with 30 chips. 
It’s advisable to arrange these into stacks of 10 for easy 
counting. When you’re modeling positive feedback, the more 
you have, the less you bet. During each round, players bet 
according to the table below (you have to bet regardless of the 
cards you are dealt). If you have no chips to bet, you are out of 
the game. 

During play, students will notice that as soon as someone starts 
to win (or lose) they begin to win (or lose) faster the more turns  

How can we 
model climate 

feedback?

Necessary materials: 

• 1 standard deck of cards 
• 30 poker chips per player 
• a copy of the rules for each player 

You can substitute the stackable token of your 
choice for the poker chips.



are played. This is a positive feedback: it acts to enhance — or 
drive — what is happening already. 

Negative feedback poker begins similarly. Each player gets 30 
chips, which should to be arranged into 6 equal stacks. Players 
should maintain these 6 equal stacks throughout the game. The 
cards are dealt and players bet one stack of their chips regardless 
of how many they have. In this version, the more chips you have, 
the more you will bet. Whoever has the high hand will take the 
pot and everyone will rebalance their chips to have 6 equal 
stacks. If you have no chips you can still play and win. 

During play, students will notice that even if one player gets 
ahead, things tend to even out within a few hands. No single 
person is “winning” for long. This is a negative feedback: it acts 
to dampen out a change in the system. 

Summing up 

Feedback is challenging to describe, but can be clearly understood through experimentation. Feedback poker gives 
students the opportunity to experience positive and negative feedback, concepts which are important to their 
understanding of basic atmospheric phenomena. 

For more information 

Colorado State University College of Natural Sciences: http://www.natsci.colostate.edu  

Little Shop of Physics: http://littleshop.physics.colostate.edu 

Chips you have Chips you bet

9 or fewer everything you have

10-19 10

20-29 8

30-39 6

40-49 4

50-59 2

70-79 1

80 or more 0

Betting rules for positive feedback poker. The more chips you 
have, the fewer you bet, and vice-versa, so the feedback is 
positive — having more chips means you are more likely to 
gain chips.

http://www.natsci.colostate.edu
http://littleshop.physics.colostate.edu

